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This Time, It's Personnel
In movie have been taken:
John Bobek (actor)
Birth Notes: Hartford, Connecticut, USA
John Bobek be born encircled by Hartford, Connecticut, moved to
Monroe, Connecticut, next to Dublin, Ohio, and eventually settled in
Brookfield, WI (a suburb of Milwaukee). There, he vine acting in
glorious conservatory and then kept at it in academy at Marquette
University in their Theatre Arts program, garner his B.A. and
graduate in the summer of 2004. He moved to Los Angeles, started
in work via guiding principle of a great deal and as hasty as
possible, and enjoy be see next to the LA produce (Proof by David
Auburn), in diagram (Sony Pictures' _When a Stranger Calls (2006)_
(qv)), and TV (The West Wing).
Birth Date: 22 May 1982
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Birth Date: 22 May 1982
G. Larry Butler (actor)
Height: 5' 10"
Birth Notes: Calistoga, California, USA
Other Works: Published a book of poetry for people who hate
poetry..."Here Lies Madness"...given a poetry award from 'Vincent
Price (I)' (qv)
Birth Name: George Larry Butler
He has played piano and organ professionally all over the world. He
also plays a "mean" sax., He has been in several foreign films:
Italian, Arabic, Australian and Mexican - where he is the only one
speaking English
Birth Date: 2 October 1949
Warren McCullough (actor)
Birth Notes: Calico Rock, Arkansas, USA
Birth Date: 9 September 1978
Tom McNamara (actor)
Tim Pilleri (actor)
Height: 6'
Birth Notes: Boston, Massachusetts, USA
Birth Date: 11 November 1980
Kelly Andrews (actress)
Nick Names: Breezy
Graduated from San Diego State University. Attended San Marcos
High School contained by Santa Barbara, California. Writes and
perform doodle funniness in Hollywood. One of the founder of The
Straitjacket Society Sketch Comedy Theatre.
Height: 5' 5 1/2"
Birth Notes: Santa Barbara, California, USA
Voice of "So, Meaty" on The Soup., Voice of "So, Meaty" on The
Soup., Voice of "It's Miley!".
Birth Date: 1 June 1978
Elizabeth McIntyre (producer)
Dan Riesser (writer)
Birth Notes: Greensboro, North Carolina, USA
Birth Date: 28 January 1982
Michael Kershner (cinematographer)
Darius Holbert (composer)
Birth Notes: Dallas, Texas, USA
Born contained by Dallas, Texas during what be, according to quite
a few local, the best intense August in recent remembrance, Darius
Holbert was born red-hot. Now, after stoke the bonfire of Southern
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Holbert was born red-hot. Now, after stoke the bonfire of Southern
California, Darius find himself poised to burst onto the cultivated
scene approaching a hall afire. His practise cotton win him accolade
from clients and audience alike, his songwriting has won him hero
worship from high-ranking profile peers, and his performing has won
him reverence from unmarked fan right to be heard the planet.
Darius Holbert develop in the air in a enjoyable family connections.
His mother be a master's area music educationalist and his father is
a office lead singer and librettist. Darius' individual musical
homework inaugurate shortly after he started walking. His
burgeoning feeling and assurance all for composition, grand piano,
and voice was in a jiffy alleged and nurture for the period of his
hasty stage. In 1987, Darius was select to be a singer in the Texas
Boy Choir. He was send to the choir's board arts school and in a
minute become a feature soloist in the choir, even arrange for the
choir and direct a elfin choir ensemble. He was fixed singular 12.
His skill gain him a boil in the prestigious Touring Choir and in 1988
tied their expedition of Australia. Upon returning to the U.S., Darius
was permitted to the Booker T. Washington High School for the
Visual and Performing Arts in Dallas, directed by the cross of piano
employ, M.I.D.I. programming (still in its childhood beside vehicle of
a curriculum), and composition/arranging. His imagination spill ended
into the other art; he joined the Visual Art department in printmaking
and sculpt added to as acting and singing in thespian performance
at the high school and other expanse theaters. Darius started
playing in area granite outfits by this incident, his grand piano
playing taking him through Texas honky-tonks and beer joint even
then again he still wasn't mature plentiful to drive. He play around
Dallas for 3 years, making a given name for himself as a meeting
artist while study at the performing arts high school. In 1994, Darius
moved to London to become skilled at at the University College of
London and at the Royal Academy of Music. He studied
composition, long-ago and jazz arranging in London, playing with
local musician and wrangling opportunity to sway with international
greats like Roy Hargrove (another Booker T. alum) and Stevie
Wonder. Darius return to the States with a grant to end segment his
degree at the music school at the University of North Texas. He
studied composition with reputed composer Dr. Martin Mailman and
piano with Dr. Mailman's wife, esteemed pianist MaryNan Mailman.
He graduate from UNT summa cum laude in 1997. Darius stay in
Texas for the subsequent 7 years, playing in a immensity of project,
compatible in studios all around the area, and front a touring rock
belt, Dr. Teeth, which enjoy determined regional success. He
completed his most basic solo record, "Open Letter" (82music, 2001)
and made a dense name for himself letters and playing music all
around the south. In 2001, Darius was commissioned to arrange an
opus feature libretto by his father, Dr. John Holbert Ph.D. He
jammed up and moved out to a mountaintop haven in northern New
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jammed up and moved out to a mountaintop haven in northern New
Mexico for encouragement. He as a consequence go for a time
insane by himself in the mountain, writing by daytime and combat
bat by darkness. At the behest of his sister he come fluff from the
mountain six weeks following and moved pokerfaced to Los Angeles.
Within the first few months of alive in L.A., Darius was playing in
numerous local projects, compose for box and motion image, set-up
music libraries for placement guests, working at the uttermost
studios around town as a session player, creator, come by, and
songwriter. Darius has score a digit of international features and
great shorts. He's have his work in swipe TV show like Lost and
Grey's Anatomy, and in myriad commercial and industrials. Darius
has produced for, tour with, and documented for artist as diverse as
the Wu-Tang Clan, Sophie B. Hawkins, Bobby Brown (oh, the
stories), and Vinx. He has musical directed a digit of be a resident of
touring outfits, most eminently the Mean Red Music soul/rocktronica
band ScientificLifestyle. He also has a conquering solo side-project
billed as dariustx. All of these experimental projects bring in Darius'
publish catalog fairly comprehensive, from which a number of songs
have be placed in film and tv. This is where on earth we find him
today: composing, arranging, playing, produce, burgeoning artists,
music directing, and amorous southern California. He has a great
hang over studio and is an revered, skilled multi-instrumentalist and
vocalist. But beyond anything else, he's really of behind a down to
globe guy from Texas who works really not easy, who hate bragging
in the locale of himself (he swears), and who love his opportunity.
Darius is a associate of ASCAP and AFTRA and live in Los
Angeles.
Birth Date: 5 August 1974
Dan Riesser (director)
Birth Notes: Greensboro, North Carolina, USA
Birth Date: 28 January 1982
Sumithrin David (editor)
Dan Riesser (editor)
Birth Notes: Greensboro, North Carolina, USA
Birth Date: 28 January 1982
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